This month’s eNews is packed with a long list of industry news but don’t let that stop you from scrolling down and registering for the many technical events being held around the region in the coming weeks.

Would a Young Engineers Award help your career?

Enter before 25 June for your chance to attend the Awards function in Melbourne as a finalist and to win $1000 and bragging rights, but first read what thought leaders have said about the competition question.

Read more
ANZ Position Vacancies

Hon Secretary
Are you looking for a way to contribute to the industry association that you love? CIBSE Australia and New Zealand is looking for an Hon Secretary to join the team and help with the co-ordination of regional meetings and team communications.

The role is a chance to join the leadership team providing CIBSE members and the greater building services industry with progressive leadership, knowledge, and competence that forges new standards of excellence in design, science and engineering of the built environment.

Read more

CIBSE ANZ Society of Light and Lighting Representative
CIBSE SLL is looking for an enthusiastic and committed individual with knowledge and experience of the Society of Light and Lighting organisation, objectives and activities to represent the ANZ region.

Read more
Shape the future of engineering best practice

CIBSE ANZ is developing a building services engineering training course for the Australia and New Zealand region for delivery from late 2019.
We are calling for industry experts, writers and reviewers, to contribute to the modules on Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Hydraulics.

Get involved

Internet of Things Seminar Series Speakers Revealed

Are you up to speed with the Internet of Things? The 2019 Seminar Series is your ticket to harnessing the IoT for better building operation.

Read more
Green Star for New Buildings Refresh

The Green Building Council Australia’s Green Star for New Buildings aims to meet the demands of the next decade and beyond with aspirational benchmarks for the design and construction of buildings. Have your say on the future of Green Star by 10 June.

Read more

SAI Global Wiring Rules Web Series – Episodes 1 to 10

This series of short video bites released by SAI Global sees an expert panel provide some deeper insights on new AS NZS 3000 Wiring Rules.

Read more
Modern Slavery in Focus

The Modern Slavery Act 2018 took effect on January 1 this year. Some of the leading voices in this space help to understand how the Act impacts building services practitioners and how they can contribute to addressing the issues in today’s supply chains.

Read more

Developments in Electrical Engineering

A presentation on the impacts of the current transition from the internal combustion engines to electric power (EVs) in road transport and a case for maintaining Critical Switchgear and addressing safety and reliability risks.

Read more
Another Prefab and Modular Construction Event Success
CIBSE in collaboration with CIOB pulled off the second instalment of Piecing it Together – Prefabrication and Modular Construction.

Read more

Tunnel Vision
The University of Technology Sydney celebrated the International Day of Light this year with artworks on display by UTS School of Design Interior Architecture. The collection investigated themes of sustainability, light, darkness and well-being.

Read more
LFIA Welcomes First CEO

The Living Future Institute of Australia (LFIA) has embarked on a new and exciting era of growth with the appointment of its first ever Chief Executive Officer. From Tuesday 16th April, Laura Hamilton-O’Hara took the helm at the LFIA at a time when a Federal election beckons and the living environment is, more than ever, front and centre as a major issue for voters.

Read more
CIBSE VIC | What's happening in renewables?
Tuesday, 28 May 2019 - 5:30 pm to 8:00 pm
Docklands, VIC
Read more

CIBSE WA | Hydronic System Control using Pressure Independent Control Valves
Tuesday, 11 June 2019 - 4:45 pm to 7:00 pm
The Public House, Shop 2, 263 Adelaide Terrace, Perth
Read more
CIBSE & CIOB Christchurch | Piecing It All Together - Prefabrication and Modular Construction

Tuesday, 18 June 2019 from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm
ARA - Institute of Canterbury, Christchurch

Read more

CIBSE ANZ | IoT - The Neurology of Building Operation

Are you up to speed with the Internet of Things? IoT is changing how users and operators expect to interact with buildings and spaces at an exponential rate, open communications and standard protocols are creating new opportunities to add value to building assets.

This event is your ticket to harnessing the Internet of Things for better building operation. It will help you navigate the magnitude of available data to maximise a building’s potential and deliver a balance between occupant comfort and operational efficiency.

Perth
Sydney
Melbourne
Auckland
Brisbane
AIRAH HVAC&R Emerging Trends Symposium
13 June, Perth
AIRAH’s WA division will hold the inaugural HVAC&R Emerging Trends Symposium at Perth’s HBF Stadium. The full-day event features presentations on developing industry trends and takes place directly ahead of AIRAH’s Industry Night and its networking opportunities.

Read more

RICS Building Confidence Conference
1 August, Sydney
Government is trying to deal with the issues in building and construction, but what do property professionals know that governments do not?

Book now
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